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 150 pieces comprise the original manuscript of Yoko Ono’s pivotal 1964 work Grapefruit. Assembled into an 
artist’s book and originally published in Tokyo in a limited edition of 500 (Simon and Schuster would release 
a mass market edition in 1970), the small, rectilinear cards each contain simple, hand-typed instructions, 
such as “Imagine the clouds dripping. Dig a hole in your garden to put them in.” (Cloud Piece, 1963) This 
format, which became a crucial precursor to conceptualism, emerged from the event scores by artists at-
tending John Cage’s Experimental Music Composition classes at the New School in New York—in particular, 
George Brecht and La Monte Young.

Event scores, invented by George Brecht, are simple directives to complete mundane tasks. To perform 
Brecht’s 1961 piece EXIT for instance, one would simply exit a doorway. The idea, which recall Happenings 
with less theatricality, was to highlight facets of everyday life—and more conceptually, critique traditional 
artistic representation. Similar to a musical score, event scores could be performed and reinterpreted by 
anyone. These event scores became a key artistic praxis of Fluxus, with numerous artists offering their own 
interpretations of the medium, including the likes of Ken Friedman and Allison Knowles. 

By the end of 1960, Yoko Ono and La Monte Young had begun to host performances featuring emerging 
avant-garde artists in Yoko Ono’s Chambers St. loft. It was these performances that drew the attention of 
George Maciunas, who offered Yoko Ono a solo exhibition of her “Instruction Paintings” at his short-lived AG 
Gallery, located at 925 Madison Avenue, in the summer of 1961. Shortly thereafter, Fluxus was born.

Sotheby’s will auction Yoko Ono Grapefruit original manuscript
in December 2013
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Although Yoko Ono’s instruction pieces—some of which were assembled during a brief stay in a sanatorium 
in Japan following the dissolution of her first marriage—reflect the same format as the Fluxus event scores 
pioneered by George Brecht, they occupy a separate poetic and imaginative dimension. Brecht’s scores 
confound the boundaries between text and physical performance, while Yoko Ono’s provoke a more cere-
bral, illusory performance.

An introductory card from original manuscript reads, “Some of my pieces were dedicated to the follow-
ing people. Sometimes they were informed of it but mostly not.” The list that follows contains the names 
of fellow artists, friends, and Fluxus components, from George Maciunas to Robert Rauschenberg, to Isamu 
Noguchi, to Peggy Guggenheim, revealing the array of individuals who inspired Yoko and consorted within 
her closest social circle.

The original Grapefruit manuscript is further bestrewn with handwritten notes, reflecting Ono’s whimsy. It is 
this imaginative use of language that paved the way for the first wave of conceptual artists, including Law-
rence Weiner and Sol LeWitt, to materialize in the 1960s.  Perhaps then, Grapefruit can be regarded not only 
as a seminal Fluxus work and Yoko Ono’s magnum opus, but also the crown jewel of Conceptualism—and 
accordingly, on a broader level, a paragon of Postwar contemporary art.
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Fluxus Foundation kicked off its fall 2012 exhibition season at 454 W 19th St. with 
Fluxhouse™/Fluxcity™ : Prefabricated Housing System, an exhibi-
tion of George Maciunas’s dynamic mass building system known as Flux-
house.  The gallery walls featured work from Christoph Gielen’s Ciphers, a 
series of aerial photography of urban and suburban sprawl. Gielen’s photo-
graphs, which show a starkly geometric view of auto-oriented human expan-
sion, trigger discussion about sustainable urban planning and current develop-
ment trends-- particularly in a time of growing global need for new housing.  
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Fluxhouse--a 1900-sq-ft modular system achieved through inexpensive factory 
production—operated as Fluxus Foundation Chairman Harry Stendhal’s re-
sponse to the questions raised by Gielen’s work. The system, which takes advan-
tage of plastic’s high strength-to-weight ratio, is easily affordable, mass-produc-
ible, and resistant to pests, earthquakes, floods, and hurricanes. Moreover, the 
design was completed and copyrighted as an invention which can be used to 
build a single family house, highrise, or even an entire city. The exhibition be-
came particularly meaningful in the wake of Hurricane Sandy, when many faced 
damage to their living spaces. In conjunction with the exhibition, the foundation 
launched the interactive website Fluxcities (www.fluxcity.org) in November to 
further promote George Maciunas’s design.
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On May 9th, Fluxus Foundation opened its current exhibition, © Fluxus: Original Copy-
right Documents, 1963-1967, drawing an eclectic crowd of art history students, cura-
tors, artists, and New Yorkers alike, to the opening reception that evening. The rest of 
Chelsea hummed with art activity as well—the 2013 Frieze Art Fair debuted the same 
night, and other gallery events lit up the neighborhood.

The copyright show itself is a testament to George Maciunas’s scrupulousness. The 
artist had established the Fluxus Headquarters in New York and subsequently sought 
copyright protection for Fluxus and its artists to safeguard the group’s interests. He reg-
istered claims to copyright for many, many notable works, including pieces by Chieko 
Shiomi, Yoko Ono, Albert M. Fine, Robert Watts, and more. The exhibition indeed repre-
sents what has been referred to as the “Flux Golden Age.” 
It is on view until June 29th.
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Late in March, Fluxus Foundation welcomed Angela Wang to the team. Angela, who 
holds a recent honors Art History degree from Northwestern University, is 
currently researching, writing, and designing for Fluxus Foundation. She has previous 
experience in art museums, media, and design studios. Her interest in 20th century 
avant-garde groups will undoubtdly flourish at the foundation.

The foundation is also pleased to sponsor emerging artist Meena Saifi. Saifi is a young 
painter from Afghanistan whose colorful portraits capture the tradition and culture of 
her native country. To perfect her craft, Saifi studied in exile under famed Afghan paint-
er Ustad Qais Nawabi. She recently exhibited at New York’s PooL Art Fair, the United 
States’ premier art fair for independent artists. 
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Art History students (left), Meena Saifi (center), Chairman Harry Stendhal, Angela Wang (right)

In February, the Foundation was honored and grateful to be a recipient of a ten thou-
sand dollar grant from the Art Dealer Association of America’s Hurricane Sandy Relief 
Fund. The ADAA’s support for the arts, culture, and George Maciunas’s legacy is great-
ly appreciated.
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Lastly, Fluxus Foundation is thrilled to ob-
serve a resurgence of Fluxus interest and 
scholarship. 

In December, on Fluxus’s 50th birthday, 
Germany’s Staatgalerie Stuttgart (Stuttgart 
State Gallery) opened Fluxus! Anti-art is also 
Art. 

Meanwhile Cooper Union announced Any-
thing Can Substitute Art: 
Maciunas in SoHo, an exhibition that focused 
on rarely exhibited Fluxus works, with an 
emphasis on Maciunas’s plans for artist hous-
ing in Soho. The exhibition included a film 
of scenes from Maciunas’s life, described as 
“exhilirating and heartbreaking” by the New 
York Times. 
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When spring rolled around, the Museum of Modern Art, New York opened Charting Flux-
us: George Maciunas’s Ambitious Art History, perhaps the most extensive exhibition we 
have seen on George Maciunas from a major institution. Running from March 6 to May 
6, the exhibition examined Maciunas’s grand and ultimately unfinished art history chart 
chronicling and contextualizing Fluxus. 

Following the exhibition, at the end of May, MoMA announced the opening of the Gilbert 
and Lila Silverman Fluxus Collection. The collection, which comprises thousands of docu-
ments and Fluxus works, is now available to researchers and scholars at MoMA Queens. 

As Fluxus scholarship continues to blossom, Fluxus Foundation hopes more and more light 
is shed upon George Maciunas and his fascinating and incredible oeuvre.
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